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 M E M O R A N D U M 
                                                   EUGENE WATER & ELECTRIC BOARD  

 
TO:   Commissioners Simpson, Brown, Helgeson, Manning and Mital 

FROM: Mark Freeman, Energy Management & Customer Services Manager 

 Erin Erben, Power Resources & Strategic Planning Manager      

DATE: September 6, 2013 

SUBJECT: Energy Management Services Program Re-launch   

OBJECTIVE:     Information Only 
 
 
Issue 
Most Energy Management Services (EMS) programs were temporarily suspended last March after 
EWEB met its reduced savings target.  This action was consistent with both (i) Board-approved 
IERP plans to meet load growth with energy efficiency and (ii) budget targets.   This unprecedented 
action, taken to avoid negative impacts to customer rates, is indicative of the current business 
climate facing the utility.  Soon after the suspension was announced, management established a 
cross-functional team charged with redesigning program offerings and incentive levels to reflect to 
new economic realities.  This memo summarizes the team’s recommendations, emphasizing policy 
issues and programmatic changes.  
  
Background 
As wholesale power markets change and customer tolerance for rate increases is challenged, EWEB 
must look at the most cost effective ways to deliver its products and services, including energy 
management programs.  While traditional conservation/ energy efficiency measures remain the most 
cost effective strategy when there is a need for new energy resources, presently there is no such 
need.  Other factors must now be considered in order to continue EWEB’s long-standing 
commitment to customer service and energy management innovation, such as:   
 
• Providing continuity and stability in program availability for customers, staff and contractors 
• Meeting legal/regulatory minimum requirements   
• Helping residential and small business customers who rely on financial assistance invest in 

efficiency improvements to help them manage their bills as rates increase over time 
• Comporting with IERP objective to off-set load growth through conservation and demand 

response strategies  
• Reflecting current economic realities and load growth projections 
• Addressing community expectations and aligning with regional partners. 

Additionally, without competitive incentive programs, EWEB risks losing base load as customers 
upgrading heating and other systems select other cost-effective alternatives (e.g., natural gas).   
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Discussion 
The redesign team met over a number of months to conduct a comprehensive re-evaluation of 
EWEB’s conservation programs.  The resulting proposal accomplishes several core objectives:     
 

• Protects residential and small commercial customers from future ‘over-subscription’ by 
enabling more flexible targets and establishing minimum program funding levels for these  
two customer classes.  This minimum level follows natural demand1 and is independent from 
the IERP  methodology which sets program funding and acquisition targets solely on load 
growth projections; 

• Values programs with greater peak-time energy reduction potential over those that attain 
energy efficiency alone to benefit both customers and EWEB financials;  

• Streamlines program administration and delivery to reflect fewer staff resources.  
 

See Attachment 1 for more detailed information about key features associated with the redesign. 
 
While there are a number of tasks yet remaining to finalize redesign work, management plans to 
introduce a limited suite of programs to residential and small business customers in time for this 
heating season. The exact timing is largely dependent on completion of the Energy Insight tracking 
and reporting system, which will allow EMS to deliver programs at reduced staffing levels. There is 
a dedicated multi-department effort in process to complete the Energy Insight work in time for the 
intended Q4 2013 launch date. 
 
For residential customers, these programs include both ducted and ductless heat pumps (DHPs), 
specific weatherization measures and new construction.   Customers whose homes have forced air 
systems, including manufactured homes, are now eligible for DHP incentives.  Commercial 
programs will be limited to lighting efficiency incentives for small business customers only.  
Another key change is how incentive levels and loan amounts were calculated.  For example, 
incentives for DHPs, which have greater coincident peak 2 reduction value, were increased while 
weatherization measures now have lower incentives.    
 
While staff is anxious to let customers know about the program re-start, we believe it is important to 
‘get it right’ or risk further loss of public confidence.  A ‘soft-launch’ approach is planned to 
introduce this limited suite of programs to the public, focusing outreach to just those customers who 
have expressed interest in program participation since suspension (over 600 customers).  Broader 
communication and marketing efforts to other customer classes will commence in 2014, when 
program offerings will be expanded and adjusted based on customer demand.  A communication 
plan detailing the key messages, tactics, timing and audiences for future outreach has been drafted as 
part of the redesign effort.    For example, contractors meetings are scheduled for mid-September to 
communicate program changes and answer contractors’ questions.  
 
Utilizing a soft-launch approach does not fully mitigate implementation risks given that EMS staff 
has been dramatically reduced due to shrinking budgets and acquisition targets.  Specifically, 2014 
funding for EMS incentives has been reduced by another $1 million.  On-going monitoring to 
carefully balance participation levels with available funding is imperative to maintain program 
continuity and meet other customer service objectives.  Mitigation measures in place and/or under 
consideration include: 
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•   Streamlining administration and program delivery 
o Modify program requirements and inspections to reduce required staff time 
o Complete Energy Insight and its customer facing web presence for EMS programs 
o Promote customer use of on-line capabilities 

 
• Resource sharing and cross-training  

o Shared administrative assistant position between EMS and customer service 
o Administrative support cross-training between sections 
o Utilize customer service to trouble shoot high bill complaints 
o Cross-functional training to better utilize existing EMS staff 

 
• Outside resources and contingencies 

o Consider LCC Energy Management interns to help field customer inquiries and 
manage basic work flow  

o Establish waiting lists or other mechanisms to moderate participation (dependent on 
Q4 demand) 

o Consider utilizing contractors for program delivery    
o Continue partnership with the Housing and Community Services Agency of Lane 

County (HACSA) to deliver limited income programs 

Looking ahead to 2014, the redesign team will continue adapting program offerings to include new 
technologies, integrate demand response capabilities, and tap underserved markets.  Load building 
and retention program to attract new efficient loads are being considered for commercial and 
industrial sectors.  Heat pump water heaters, demand response-ready water heaters and thermostats, 
and Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) are also good candidates for expanded 2014 programs.   On-
going work to penetrate rental markets and assist low-income customers with efficiency projects, 
perhaps using performance based or incentive bundling techniques, will continue to be explored and 
tested. 
 
Triple Bottom Line Assessment 
A triple bottom line (TBL) decision framework permeated multiple facets of the redesign work 
starting with developing guidelines to define overall success.  A modified TBL tool was then 
developed to assess potential program measures against these criteria and weigh the value of each 
measure relevant to environmental, social and economic benefit.  Measures that cumulatively had 
the highest weighted values were prioritized for inclusion.     
 
Recommendation/Requested Board Action 
None at this time.  However, Management wants to make it clear to the Board that the proposed soft 
relaunch could result in acquisition of energy efficiency above the IERP target.   However, the 
planned relaunch will not have any adverse budget or rate impact.   There is existing budget set aside 
for the modest Q4 program demand anticipated, and EMS budget development for 2014, now 
underway, will follow normal protocols.  The Q4 2013 launch will allow staff to evaluate customer 
participation levels and feedback and adjust accordingly, as well as prioritize additional programs for 
2014.  Findings will be shared with the Board concurrent with the next scheduled IERP update. 
Board action on continued set-aside funding for limited income conservation programs will offer 
another opportunity to discuss redesign efforts and outcomes.  
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Attachment 1 

 
New Program Features and Policy Issue Areas 
 
Program Funding:  The source of funding for EMS programs has changed over time, from EWEB 
bond issuance in the 1980s to budgeting on a fixed percentage of electric revenues. Since 2005, the 
IERP was used to set conservation targets based on 20-year load forecasts.  However, current load 
and economic conditions create a need to re-think this methodology. Regulatory, contractual and 
customer service minimums need to be part of the funding equation.  
 
The overall EMS budget will continue to be set based upon annually updated, five-year rolling 
average load forecast targets.  However, separate budget, target goals, and cost recovery mechanisms 
would be set for each customer class.  Residential and small business customers would be essentially 
funded at the level of natural demand (historically far less than the current IERP target) with 
marketing activity, incentive and loan levels to be used as participation levers up or down.  This 
customer service floor would be funded by the benefiting classes, which together account for about 
98% of EWEB meters.   
 
In addition, EWEB has a special contract with its largest customer, International Paper, whereby the 
customer commits to implement efficiency programs in exchange for a rate credit.  Natural demand 
and contract-required conservation will likely account for nearly 0.90 aMW of the 1.4 aMW target. 
Participation from other commercial and industrial customers would then be solicited to gain 
remaining savings, maintaining a cost-effective approach to meeting energy resource needs as well 
as promoting program access among all contributing customer classes.    
 
Target Flexibility:  Unlike the ‘steady state’ nature of residential conservation savings, medium and 
large customer projects hit budgets and impact acquisition targets more erratically.  To help manage 
this variability, staff propose using an annually adjusted-target based on the five-year rolling average 
load forecast, and implement a 10% band, up or down, around the target.  Staff would then have the 
flexibility to manage acquisition variability across multiple years.  This mechanism would be self-
adjusting since the following year’s load forecast would account and adjust for actual acquisition 
rates.    
 
Lost Opportunity:  Lost opportunities are efficiency measures that can only be economically made 
at the time of a facility’s opening or large equipment installation.  Put another way, if not done at the 
front end, opportunities to gain efficiencies from these loads are lost.  In addition to cost-
effectiveness, economic development and load retention factors, among other considerations, can 
make lost opportunity projects even more attractive.  In most situations, lost opportunities are known 
far in advance and can be budgeted/planned for, with ‘savings’ banked for later.  However, to 
account for the occasional project that delivers very large savings, a mechanism for approval to 
exceed the 10% flexibility band should be established.  A reserve transfer, or balancing account, 
should be established to smooth budget variances associated with large lost opportunity projects over 
time.  
 
Portfolio Development & Valuing Measures:   A primary component of energy conservation or a 
demand reduction measure is its monetary value to the utility; measures with a higher monetary 
value to the utility typically offer higher incentives. As part of the redesign effort, individual 
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customer programs were valued and ranked using an internally constructed evaluation tool that 
incorporated both avoided cost information and TBL criteria.  To set incentives for individual 
programs that ranked highest in the evaluation, staff valued both total energy savings and potential 
peak load reductions for each measure.   Time-differentiating this value and including a capacity 
value are new changes to the program incentive structure.   
 
Other factors such as environmental benefits, job creation, limited income assistance, customer 
service, cost effectiveness and equity with nearby utilities may also affect incentive levels.  Taking 
into account a TBL perspective allows for additional value adders beyond avoided cost, such as 
capturing lost opportunity, reaching challenging market segments, and/or helping commercialize 
Demand Response initiatives.  There is also an emerging concern that without competitive incentive 
programs, more customers will choose natural gas technologies as more cost-effective.  The value of 
load retention should be considered in setting targets, choosing programs, and defining associated 
incentive levels.  Staff recognizes that rate design is another factor relative to these concerns and 
should also be addressed. 
 
Limited –Income:   Programs specific for limited income customers is another area where TBL 
consideration may warrant a higher incentive or program funding level than that based strictly on 
avoided cost levels.   Staff proposes continuing to set aside funding out of the total EMS budget for 
specific income-eligible programs, with savings excluded from the customer service minimum 
designation (about 0.1 aMW of savings).   
 
Outsourcing low income program administration, a change EWEB made in the past couple of years, 
helps to streamline program delivery for remaining programs given current, reduced EMS staffing 
levels.  Staff believes it will also lower EWEB’s administrative costs for low-income program 
delivery.  EMS staff will monitor how this program delivery method works out and could consider 
other approaches post-2014.     
 
 
 
                     
1 Natural demand is defined as the walk-in service requests from residential and 
small commercial customers with no advertising (estimated at 0.65 aMW of annual 
conservation savings). 
2 Measures with coincident peak value provide both total energy savings as well 
as help manage peak demand on the utility system over a specified period of 
time.  


